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Description

Level Two investigator training is an intermediate level of training that builds on your skill set
with more nuanced questioning techniques, a strong focus on questioning, record keeping and
note-taking, managing complex investigations, and a topical exploration that broadens beyond
the sexual misconduct focus of Level One. This training builds strong skills with frequent
exercises and case studies that allow for high levels of interaction, analysis and the application
of various civil rights investigation techniques.
Level Two training in an intermediate level of training for those who have some experience as
investigators, or who have taken the ATIXA Level One training, previously. This training meets
the required training mandates of Title IX and VAWA Section 304 for participants, whether you
are a full-time investigator or have investigation responsibilities on top of other duties. In this
training, you’ll build on your skill set with more nuanced questioning techniques, a strong
focus on record keeping and note-taking, managing complex investigations, and a topical
exploration that broadens beyond the sexual misconduct focus of Level One, as the skills of
investigating sexual harassment, stalking, and intimate partner (domestic and dating violence)
violence are learned. Trauma-informed interviews and addressing pattern/predatory behavior
are special topics of focus for this training. There will be a legal update on any new mandates
that are timely, but this training is not as law-focused as the Level One training. This training
builds strong skills with frequent exercises on questioning, an emphasis on analysis by
investigators, and case studies which allow for high levels of interaction and the application of
various civil rights investigation techniques.
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